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“ Reinforced-Concrete  Telephone-Exchange Building at 
Shanghai.” 

By SHIRLEY ONSLOW LIMBY, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. 

IN order to deal with  increasing business in  the western  district 
the  Shanghai  Mutual Telephone  Company decided, in 1914, to 
erect a Sub-Exchange, to  the plans of Mr. R. E. Stewardson, who 
requisitioned the services of the  Author  to design the engineering 
work and  superintend  the  construction. 

With a view to minimize the  risks from  fire, it was decided that 
the building  should be constructed  entirely of reinforced  concrete. 

The  site is at   the corner of Bubbling Well  and  Burkill roads, the 
length being  approximately  115  feet  and the  greatest  breadth  about 
92 feet.  The  present  building is two  stories  high,  with  shops 
on  the  ground floor and  the exchange-room and  living-flats for 
the staff on  the  first floor. There is an  extra mezzanine floor 
in  the servants’  quarters,  and  the design  provides  for the addition 
of two other stories,  when the present roof will form  the second 
floor. 

The  main beams are 17 feet  apart  with a clear  span of 24 feet 
9  inches ; secondary  beams 8 feet 3 inches apart between  centres 
support  the floor slabs. As  the  foundations could not overlap 
the  eastern  boundary,  the columns  along this side are supported 
by  cantilever beams. 

The soil a t  Shanghai is all  silt deposited  by the  Yangtse  River, 
the surface  being  covered to a depth  varying between 4 feet  and 
8 feet  with yellow clay, the bottom of which marks approximately 
the water-level in  the soil, The  bearing power of the soil is a 
doubtful  quantity, some settlement being  usually  anticipated. 

As it was not considered economical to cover the whole site  with 
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a raft, it was decided to spread the footings so that  the loading on 
the soil would in no case exceed 1,500 Ibs. per  square foot. The 
effective  depth of the  foundation beams was fixed, after  trial, a t  
3 feet 8 inches, and  another 1 foot  depth was allowed t o  the heavy 
cantilevers. 

The  foundations were above the clay level over about one-half of 

the  site,  but  the  remainder was found  to be newly filled ground, 
which had to'be excavated to below water-level and piled. After 
piling, the whole site was covered with broken brick about 1 foot 
thick rammed  down to 9 inches or 10 inches, and covered with 
2 to  3 inches of concrete to  form a level bed for fixing the 
reinforcement  for  the  foundation slabs and beams (Fig. 1 ) .  
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I n  designing the following  loads and  stresses mere  used :- 
Floor-Loads.-Live load, 60, 100 and 50 lbs. per  square foot 

for  living-, exchange- and service- 
rooms respectively. Dead load, 144 
lbs. per cubic  foot of concrete. 

Columns.-Full dead load and  full 
live load to  the  top floor; 5 per  cent. 
reduction  for  each Boor below the 
top floor. 

Load on Soil.-Full dead  load from 
columns,  plus  60 per  cent. ; full live 
load,  plus  weight of foundation beams 
and slabs. 

Concrete.-l part  Portland  cement, 
2 parts yellow sand, 4 parts screened 
broken  granite. 

Allowable  stresses 500, 0, and 50 
lbs. per  square  inch in compression, 
tension  and  shear respectively. 

StccZ.--Allowable stresses, 16,000, 
10,000, and 7,500 lbs.  per  square 
inch in  tension,  shear and com- 
pression  respectively. 

Modular  ratio = 15 X lever arm= 
0.894d ; moment of resistance of 
concrete in inch-lbs. = 71bd2. 

Foundations.-In designing  the 
foundation  slabs the " load on  soil " 
was  divided  by the  area of the  under 
surface of the slab, and  this  amounted 
to 1,270 lbs. per  square foot, the 
widths of the slabs  being  varied to 
keep this loading. The clepths were 
calculated from  the  formula 

, .  

and  the  area of the reinforcement in 
bd 

the usual way = - 
200' 

The  foundation beams  L2,  between  main columns, were solved for 
Fending  moment by the graphic , .  method for continuous beams, and 
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the moments  were  found 
WL 

to be approximately __ 12 
under  the columns, and 

at centre of thebeams; 
24 

the  area of steel  was fixed 
accordingly,  all bars heing 
bent at an angle of 45" to 
take up the shear. 

At  the eastern  boundary 
the beam J, and  its slab 
were intended to  take  up 
and  distribute  the load 
from  Columns I, 111, 
VIII, IX. 

The beams J, and J,, J, 
and J, could  be anchored 
under the main columns, 
but beams J,,  J,, J, and 
J, had  to be anchored to 
beams M, and M, spnn- 
ning across the  main 
columns for  this purpose. 

The  bending  moment  in 
the very  heavy beam J, 
(Fig. 2) amounted  to 
16,800,000 inch-lbs., which 
required  fourteen 1;-inch 
bars to  take  up  the  ten- 
sion. 

The  question of shear 
in these  beams was, in  the 
Author's  opinion, difficult 
to determine,  for  he con- 
cluded that  until appre- 
ciable settlement took place 
there could  be no  shearing 
stresses in the beams ; and, 
further,  the heavy rein- 
forcement in  the J slab 
would oft'er considerable 
sesiststapce t p  the shearing 
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stresses.  However,  these  stresses  were  calculated as if the  canti- 
levers  were entirely  unsupported by the  upward  pressure of the 
earth,  and one-half of the  number of bars  required  to  take  up  the 
shear  under  these  conditions were turned down in  the beams. 

The loads transmitted  to  the 
soil  by the beam J1 (Fig. 3) 
were  calculated  by taking mo- 
ments  about  the  points of fixed 
support of the transverse beams. 

For example, in  beam J, the 
load on Column I11 amounted 
to 200,000 Ibs., and by  moments 
about Column V the load on 
J, = 280,000 lbs. ; the differ- 
ence, amounting  to 80,000 lbs., 
was considered as an.  upward 
thrust  under Column V. 

I n  designing beam J, all  these 
calculated  loads  were  collected 
and  set  out on a diagram.  The 
length of the portion of the 
beam distributing  the load from 

, a particular  cantilever was then 
determined by proportion  to 
the loads transmitted by  these 
beams. For example, the dis- 
tance between the centres of 
-beams J, and J, scaled 12 feet 
3 inches, the load from J, 
280,000 lbs., and  the load from 
J5 250,000 lbs.  Considering J5 
and J, as the supports, the  re- 
action  from  the  length of beam 
between J5 and J, amounted 
to half of 250,000 lbs. under 
J, and half of 280,000 lbs. 
under J,. 

I 

Hence,  by  proportion, the portion of the beam distributing load 
from J, = 6 * 5 feet ; then  as  the load  from the two J,'s were the 
same, and  the distance  between  them 13 feet 6 inches, of which 
one-half = 6-75 feet, then 6 .5  + 6.75 = 13.25 feet of beam under 
J, transmitted  a load of 280,000 lbs.,  giving a load Q f  21,000 lbs. 
per  lineal  foot  on the soil. 
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Then as the  shear  changes  sign at a point 6 - 5  feet  from J,, 

The  free  bending  moments  due  to  the  reaction} 910,000 
Foot-Lbs. 

amounted t o  140,000 X 6.5 . . . . . . 
LeRs bending  moments of upward  pressure due  to) 440,000 

the soil 21,000 X 6.5 X 3.25 . . . . . . _- 
Balance . . . . . . . . . . 470,000 

LJ 

1 

or 5.640.000 inch-lbs. 

J 
i 

The  free  bending  moments  for  all 
sections of the beam  were  found in 
a similar  way, and  the  actual  bend- 
ing  moment was determined  by 
the  graphic  method for continuous 
beams,  which gave  approximately 
WL WL 

under  supports  and __ at 

centre of middle  spans. 
The M beams (Fig. 4 )  were cal- 

culated as being  freely  supported, 
loaded at the two  intermediate 
points by upward  thrusts  exerted 
by the J beams, less 10 per  cent. 
reduction  due to  the weights of the 
beams. 

Floor-Beams (Figs. 5 and G).- 
The  main beams  were  considered as 
freely  supported  and calculated by the 

WL 
formula B.M. = -. 

8 
The secondaries  were  considered 

as continuous,  and the end beams, 
supported  by the columns, as being 

fixed, using - in  the first case and 

in  the second. Half the steel 

was turned up  in each  case and 
carried  over the supports, and  the 
remainder was carried  through to 
the ends of the beams. E o  haunches 

__ 
12 24 

WL 
l 2  

10 

were provided for the floor-beams, the moment of resistance of the 
beam  itself,  with its double  reinforcement at the supports,  being 

considered  ample to  take care of the reverse  moment,  taken a t  - WL 
24 
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All  shear  diagrams were plotted,  and  bars were turned  up where 
required  to  take  the  shearing  stresses:  this  necessitated  the using 
of a large  number of small  bars in  the reinforcement. 

The  stresses in the floor-slabs were calculated similarly to those 
in the secondaries, and all alternate  bars were bent  up  and  carried 
one-quarter of the distance across the 
next  span in order  to provide for  the 
reverse  moments. 

‘‘ Hy-rib ” ceilings  were  provided for  
all rooms on  the  first floor, and  the walls 
to  the  main elevations  and between living 
rooms  were  double ‘‘ Hy-rib ” partitions. 

Quantities.-The total  quantity of steel, 
exclusive of “ Hy-rib”  and wire, used in 
the  present  building  amounted  to 66 tons, 
and  the concrete to 27,200 cubic feet. 

These quantities were distributed  as 
follows :- 

Steel.  Concrete. 
Tons. Cubic Feet. 

Foundation  slabs . . .  9.73 8,800 

Floor  beams . . . .  17.00 2,200 .. slabs . . . .  5.40 4,500 

Columns  14.70 4,000 
,, beams . . 13.70  3,200 

. . . .  

Solid  partition walls . . 4.00 3,500 
Chimney  and stairs . . 1 .47  1,000 

Total . . 66.00 27,200 
__ -~ 

The  contractors  for  the work  were the 
New Shanghai  Building  and  Construction 
Company, Limited,  and  the  amount of 
their  tender was Tls.42,500. The approx- 
imate  cost of reinforced-concrete  work in 
Shanghai is as follows :- 

1-2-4 Concrete,  per 100 cubic  feet  concrete 

Gravel . . . . . . .  9.00 

Labour  3.00 
Sand  3.20 

Cement .  . . . . . .  21.00 

in place : 

. . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
-- 

U 
TlS. 

Steel, at  Tls.5  per pikul (133& lb.) ; fixing, Tls.2  28.00 
$36.20 a t  ex. 72 26.00 

Timber,  cost new . . . . . . . . .  12*00 
Carpenters’  labour  for fixing timber forms . . 8‘00 

Total . . . . . . . .  Tls.74.00 
- 

p$ roughly 210 for 100 cubic  feet,  average  for all 
concrete work! 
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Reinforced-concrete  work is still  quite new to Shanghai,  and  the 
work  was in consequence  slow, the  greatest difficulty experienced 
being  with  the  native  carpenters. 

The  Paper is accompanied by five sun-prints, from which the 
Figures in  the  text have  been  prepared. 
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